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Venue :   Online 

No. of Participants :   580 

Department of English, School of Arts and Science, AV Campus, VMRF (DU) 

organized The National Level E-Quiz was conducted online from 23.04.2023 to utilizing a 

dedicated quiz platform. Participants from across the country were invited to test their 

knowledge of Shakespearean literature and compete for prizes. 

Objectives: 

The e-quiz was designed to achieve the following objectives: 

a.  Promote awareness: The quiz aimed to increase awareness about the 400th year 

celebration of Shakespeare's First Folio. 

b.  Celebrate Shakespearean literature: It aimed to celebrate Shakespeare's literary 

contributions and foster appreciation for his works. 

c.  Engage a national audience: The e-quiz targeted participants from diverse 

demographics, ensuring inclusivity and widespread participation. 

d.  Educate through interactive learning: The quiz provided an interactive platform for 

participants to learn and explore Shakespearean themes. 



e.  Encourage research and exploration: It motivated participants to conduct research and 

gain a deeper understanding of Shakespeare's life and works. 

f.  Foster a sense of competition: The e-quiz incorporated a competitive element to inspire 

participants to strive for excellence. 

g.  Provide a digital platform: By hosting the quiz online, it ensured accessibility and 

participation from a wider audience. 

h.  Highlight the significance of the First Folio: The quiz emphasized the historical and 

cultural importance of Shakespeare's First Folio. 

i.  Encourage creativity and expression: It offered opportunities for participants to express 

their creative interpretations of Shakespeare's works. 

j.  Promote further engagement and appreciation: The e-quiz aimed to cultivate a lasting 

interest in Shakespeare's works and legacy. 

Participation and Reach: 

The e-quiz witnessed an impressive participation rate, attracting 580+ participants from 

various regions across the country and there were few international entries too. 

Quiz Format: 

The e-quiz consisted of multiple-choice questions related to Shakespearean literature. It 

was divided into different rounds, each focusing on specific themes, plays, or aspects of 

Shakespeare's works. 

Participation Certificate: 

To motivate participants, those who scored 20% and above received their E-certificate. 

Additionally, participants who displayed exceptional participation by scoring 100% were 

recognized and appreciated. 

 



Results and Impact: 

The National Level E-Quiz on the Celebration of Shakespeare's 400th Year of First Folio 

yielded the following outcomes: 

a.  Increased awareness: The quiz successfully promoted awareness about the 400th year 

celebration of Shakespeare's First Folio, reaching a wide audience across the country. 

b.  Enhanced knowledge: Participants showcased their in-depth knowledge of 

Shakespearean literature, demonstrating a strong understanding of his works. 

c.  Cultural engagement: The e-quiz encouraged participants to actively engage with 

Shakespeare's works and explore different aspects of his plays, sonnets, and themes. 

d.  Digital participation: Hosting the quiz online facilitated broad participation and 

eliminated geographical limitations, enabling individuals from all regions to take part. 

e.  Fostering creativity: The creative tasks allowed participants to showcase their creativity 

and interpretation skills.  

 


